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Exposure of Impacted … 
This doc is considering extraction on a young patient, but that might not be the right approach

The patient is 8 years old. Can I have the upper 3s exposed sooner rather than later to get 
them away from the primary laterals (upper 2s missing)? How should I get them down? I was 
thinking to remove C’s and D’s, place a Nance and archwire with brackets on upper 1s. Thanks. n

  

Removing the upper C’s and D’s is good. Also consider an open exposure of at least the upper 
left canine. Andy Hayes started a great forum on Orthotown a few years ago that changed how 
I look at impacted canines. n

Great link, thanks. Sounds like the way to go. I saw Andy lecture once before. n

My vote would be to monitor development. Not really sure you can say that the cuspids are 
“impacted” at this time. They appear to be in relatively normal position for an 8-year-old. Also, 
would be advantageous for the cuspids to erupt into the lateral position whether she ultimately 
requires implants or cuspid substitution. Also, if you extract C’s and D’s at her age, she is going 
to look like a rabbit for the next two to three years. n

I second drjweast’s comments. Monitor, but I wouldn’t remove until I see something actually 
off course. For missing U2s the 3s are acting typically. n

You may wish to measure width of palate as McNamara does. Possibly expand then extract 
primary cuspids and or D’s. n
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How would you get these teeth down?
If you would like to see how “ToddS96” proceeded with this case or want 
to weigh in, go to orthotown.com/magazine and find a link to this thread 
among the issue’s message boards.
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